Robotic total pancreatectomy en masse without division of the pancreatic neck
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Abstract: Total robotic pancreatectomy for pancreatic neuroendocrine tumor has not been routinely performed. Here we review a robotic total pancreatectomy en masse without division of the pancreatic neck for a large neuroendocrine tumor that occupied the pancreatic head, neck, and body. The patient had a great outcome and remains disease-free 2 years after surgery.
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Introduction

Neuroendocrine tumors (NETs) are epithelial neoplasms with neuroendocrine differentiation that can arise in a variety of organs. NET that arise in the pancreas (PanNETs) comprise less than 3% of all pancreatic neoplasms (1). The most recent classification by the World Health Organization classifies NET based on the degree of differentiation (well vs. poorly), tumor grade, mitotic count, and Ki-67 index (2). Likely due to increased cross-sectional imaging, there has been an increasing incidence of these tumors.

Though a robotic operation is now considered a standard approach for various general, urological, and gynecological procedures, utilization of robotic surgery for complex pancreatic resections remains low (3). In fact, the majority of pancreatic resections in the US are performed in a traditional open manner despite studies showing robotic approach to be equally safe to an open approach (3,4). This low utilization is undoubtedly multifactorial and may be largely related to the complexity of the pancreatic resection and the absence of an adequate number of structured robotic training programs throughout the country (5-10). Common contraindications for robotic pancreatectomy include difficult access to abdominal cavity due to severe intraabdominal adhesions from previous surgeries or peripancreatic inflammation, intolerance of pneumoperitoneum due to cardiopulmonary dysfunction, difficult anatomy due to involvement of major vessels around the pancreas, and inadequate robotic skills. Despite this, there are few contraindications to a robotic approach to pancreatic resections. Here we review a robotic total pancreatectomy en masse without division of the pancreatic neck for a large NET that occupied the pancreatic head, neck, and body.

Case presentation

A 56-year-old female presented to our surgical clinic with a large biopsy-proven NET that was found after cross-sectional imaging for abdominal pain. On imaging, the patient had a PanNET that infiltrated the pancreatic head, neck, and body (Figure 1) and measured approximately 9 cm in length. Given the size and symptomatology of this tumor, the patient was offered a robotic total pancreatectomy en
masse without division of the pancreatic neck in order to prevent any inadvertent tumor spillage in the abdomen.

**Surgical technique**

A comprehensive robotic surgical team is required to effectively perform complex robotic operations and this team includes an anesthesiologist, nursing staff familiar with the robotic instruments and setup, an operating console surgeon, and a bedside surgical assistant for port-placement, instrument exchange, and perhaps most importantly, retraction and suctioning. Both the bedside scrub nurse and room circulator should be proficient at robotic operations to facilitate efficient instrument setup and exchange.

The patient was positioned in a supine position with legs spread on a split-leg operating table and arms out at 90 degrees. Peripheral intravenous access, an arterial monitoring line, and a Foley catheter were placed as well as a nasogastric tube for decompression of the stomach. Monitors were placed over both the left and right shoulders of the patient to allow adequate view for the surgical assistant and scrub technician. The first assistant stands between the legs of the patient while the scrub nurse stands to the left of the patient. The abdomen was entered using the Veress technique through a supraumbilical incision. Upon inspection of the abdomen, no metastatic disease was appreciated. Four additional robotic 8 mm ports were placed in a straight line across the mid abdomen under direct visualization. The robot (DaVinci Xi system) was then docked from the patient’s left side.

**Exposure and dissection**

The dissection begins at the hepatic flexure and the right colon was carefully dissected away from the liver. The ligamentum teres was dissected from the abdominal wall and encircled using an endostitch. A stab incision was then made in the right sub-xiphoid area and the endostitch was pulled through the abdominal wall and secured in order to expose the porta hepatis. A cholecystectomy was then performed by dissecting Callot’s triangle using the hook cautery. The cystic duct was identified, clipped, and transected. If needed for exposure, a stitch can be placed through the infundibulum of the gallbladder and the suture can be pulled percutaneously to provide cephalad retraction in a similar fashion to the retraction of the ligament teres. The common bile duct was then transected and a clip was placed on the proximal duct to

---

**Figure 1** Cross-sectional imaging in the (A) axial and (B) coronal view showing a large pancreatic NET involving the head, neck, and tail of the pancreas. NET, neuroendocrine tumor.

**Figure 2** Passage of the umbilical tape through the retro-pancreatic tunnel used to provide cephalad and lateral retraction during dissection of the uncinate process.
prevent ongoing spillage of bile in the abdomen during the remainder of the operation.

The porta hepatitis was carefully dissected using the hook cautery until the common hepatic, proper hepatic, and gastroduodenal arteries were carefully identified. The gastroduodenal artery was test clamped to confirm adequate blood flow to the proper hepatic artery via the common hepatic artery. The gastroduodenal artery was sequentially tied using a 0-silk suture and Hem-o-lok clips, and then transected. The stomach was carefully dissected around the pylorus and divided using an endo-GIA stapler. Once this was performed, the lesser sac was entered by dividing the gastrocolic ligament along the greater curvature of the stomach using the robotic vessel sealer device. The stomach was retracted cephalad to expose the anterior surface of the pancreas. A Kocher maneuver was performed and the ligament of Treitz was divided from the right side of the abdomen. Once transected, the mobilized jejunum was brought through the ligament of Treitz defect and divided at approximately 20 cm downstream with an endo-GIA stapler.

Attention was turned to the inferior border of the pancreas. Sharp dissection was performed using a combination of hook cautery and the vessel sealer device. Careful dissection was performed on the inferior margin of the pancreas until the superior mesenteric vein was visualized. Once this was visualized, an infra-pancreatic tunnel was bluntly dissected under direct visual guidance. Using a long tip-up blunt grasper, an umbilical tape was passed underneath the neck of the pancreas and used to retract the pancreas in a superior/lateral direction (Figure 2). The use of the umbilical tape to provide anterior retraction was a key step of the operation as it provided adequate visualization and exposure of the superior mesenteric vein (SMV) and uncinate process without division of the pancreatic neck.

The splenic artery was then dissected from the superior border of the pancreas. Once identified and dissected cleanly, this artery was tied using a 0-silk tie and double clipped with Hem-o-lok and then transected sharply using robotic scissors. The splenic vein was then identified through further dissection of the inferior border of the pancreas in combination with cephalad/superior retraction of the pancreas using the umbilical tape. The splenic vein was similarly tied, clipped, and transected.

Attention was then turned to the uncinate process. In cases where the neck of the pancreas was not divided due to tumor involvement, retraction of the pancreas anterior and lateral was performed using the umbilical tape and the 3rd robotic arm. The uncinate process was transected using a combination of the harmonic scalpel, the vessel sealer, and monopolar cautery. Individual branches to the SMV are individually ligated as necessary.

The inferior and superior border of the pancreas were then dissected more in a median to lateral fashion. The short gastric vessels were transected, and the spleens were mobilized. The specimen was then placed in an endocatch bag along with the gallbladder and extracted through a 6 cm Pfannenstiel incision.

Reconstruction

Reconstruction began with the hepaticojejunostomy. A small enterotomy was made in the jejunum which was brought up through the ligament of Treitz defect. The size of the enterotomy matched the size of the hepatic duct. A 5-0 PDS suture with an RB1 needle was placed at the corner and tied. The posterior row was then completed using 5-0 PDS sutures in an interrupted fashion. The posterior row may be completed in a running fashion depending on the size of the hepatic duct. A pediatric feeding tube can be placed as a stent to aid in reconstruction of the anterior layer of this hepaticojejunostomy. The anterior row of the hepaticojejunostomy was completed in a similar fashion using interrupted 5-0 PDS sutures.

The gastrojejunostomy was performed by bringing the jejunum in an antecolic side-to-side fashion. A traction suture was placed in the jejunum and stomach and used to aid in stapler placement. A jejunotomy and gastrotomy were created using the harmonic scalpel approximately 3 cm away from the gastric staple line. The anastomosis was performed using an endo-GIA stapler. The common enterotomy was then closed in two layers using a running 3-0 V-Loc™ suture.

The abdomen was then thoroughly irrigated and one drain was placed through the left port site. This drain was placed in the splenic fossa and travels across the pancreatic bed, terminating below the hepaticojejunostomy anastomosis. The abdomen was desufflated and the assistant 10 mm port was closed using an interrupted #1 PDS suture.

Patient outcome

Following the operation, the patient remained in the hospital for a total length of stay of 7 days mainly for glucose control and diabetes teaching. There were no immediate postoperative complications. Final pathology...
revealed a 9×3×2.5 centimeter well differentiated NET with negative margins and negative nodal involvement.

**Rationale**

Though pancreatic NET are a relatively rare group of neoplasms, long-term prognosis varies due to the wide-ranging grade and metastatic potential found among these group of these tumors (11). As such, attention to strict oncological principles during surgical extirpation of these tumors is important. As a relatively rare tumor, implications of tumor capsule violation and tumor spillage has not been previously reported in patients with pancreatic NETs. However, tumor spillage during surgical resection of various other tumors has been shown to be an independent risk factor for recurrence and poor long-term outcomes (12-15). In the case presented, division of the pancreatic neck during total pancreatectomy would have violated the tumor capsule and caused inadvertent tumor spillage in the abdomen. As such, total pancreatectomy without division of the pancreatic neck is important to prevent this occurrence and is possible during a robotic approach.

The use of a robotic approach for total pancreatectomy has previously been reported. In a report from 2010, Giulianotti et al. reported on the safety and feasibility of robotic total pancreatectomy using the da Vinci robotic system (16). To our knowledge, however, this is the first report of a total pancreatectomy en masse without division of the pancreatic neck for a large tumor spanning the near entirety of the pancreas. This report shows that a robotic approach is safe and feasible and particularly helpful in cases when division of the pancreatic neck may cause inadvertent tumor spillage.

**Conclusions**

In conclusion, robotic total pancreatectomy en masse without division of the pancreatic neck can be performed safely in instances where a large tumor was traversing longitudinally along the pancreas without involvement of major vessels. Tumor size and the level of pancreatic involvement are not contraindications to a robotic approach. Meticulous dissection and adequate exposure are key steps to perform this operation.
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